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Interest rates . . . . definitions

• Referring to “real interest rates”

• aka . . . Interest rates after expectations for future inflation has been subtracted out

• Real interest rates  =  nominal interest rates  - expected future inflation

• Stay focused on interest rates for . . . . the 10-year U.S. Treasury bond
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Baseline expectations for the future

• Level off 
• but with extreme volatility

• from now through the bottom of the coming recession

• Then climb upward 
• for the following “20 years”
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Interest rates today
Just go to Bloomberg
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Nominal interest rates
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Nominal interest rates

That’s a pretty 
BIG gap !!
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Real interest rates
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Today . . . The 10-year U.S. Treasury is yielding

• Today at this moment

• The 10-year yield is 1.47%

• Over the long-run . . . . . The average yield is 2.38%

• That’s 62% higher than where interest rates stand today (proportionately)
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Today . . . The 10-year U.S. Treasury is yielding

• Today at this moment

• The 10-year yield is 1.47%

• Over the long-run . . . . . The average yield is 2.38%

• That’s 62% higher than where interest rates stand today (proportionately)

• Interest rates are far too low today . . . They can’t stay this low
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Interest rates over time
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It has NEVER done this before

It is illogical to assume 
something never before seen
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Takeaways . . .

• Interest rates are never 
constant

• Instead, they’re either 
rising or falling

• Interest rates . . . journey 
through long episodic eras
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Why must interest rates rise?
Over the long-term
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A simple obvious thought experiment

• The nominal yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury is 3.87%

• You’re marginal combined state and federal tax rate is 39%

• Inflation is expected to average 2.40% over the next 10 years

• Given these assumptions . . . if you invest in a 10-year U.S. Treasury

• You are guaranteed to lose -0.04% per year . . . every year . . . for ten years

• This is impossible . . . as a permanent situation

• People don’t save/invest in order to guarantee and lock in a loss !!!
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A simple obvious thought experiment

• The nominal yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury is 3.87%

• You’re marginal combined state and federal tax rate is 39%

• Inflation is expected to average 2.40% over the next 10 years

• Given these assumptions . . . if you invest in a 10-year U.S. Treasury

• You are guaranteed to lose -0.04% per year . . . every year . . . for ten years

• This is impossible . . . as a permanent situation

• People don’t save/invest in order to guarantee and lock in a loss !!!

Interest rates must and will rise . . . 
significantly
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2nd reason why interest rates will rise  

• It’s all about funding (paying for) . . . projects . . . that’re at play

• Society and governments have several projects that they’re attempting to finance
• Hot war with Russia

• Cold war with China

• Conversion from fossil fuels to renewables

• Income inequality gap

• Wealth inequality gap

• Expanding social welfare programs

• Changing weather patterns

• Transitioning from one political structure . . . to a different structure

• Deglobalization

• Funding these projects . . . drives interest rates higher
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Politics

• Just stop

• Just stop

• This has absolutely zero to do with which political party gains dominance

• The forces at play are far far larger than any political differences . . . which 
honestly are trivial 
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Review
The path forward
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Baseline expectations for the future

• Level off 
• but with extreme volatility

• from now through the bottom of the coming recession

• Then climb upward 
• for the following “20 years”

• Ok . . . maybe just 10-15 years
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What’s to be done

• The old irrelevant approach is dead . . . For goodness sake, just admit it’s dead
• MPT  -  Modern Portfolio Theory

• Mean variance optimization

• 60/40 portfolio

• See the very nice piece on this by GMO . . . out of Boston

• What works . . . What’s needed
• Tactical asset allocation (TAA)

• Serious, institutional, well-structured . . . alternative investments . . . If it’s offered at 
a B/D it won’t work
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What’s to be done

• The old irrelevant approach is dead . . . For goodness sake, just admit it’s dead
• MPT  -  Modern Portfolio Theory

• Mean variance optimization

• 60/40 portfolio

• See the very nice piece on this by GMO . . . out of Boston

• What works . . . What’s needed
• Tactical asset allocation (TAA)

• Serious, institutional, well-structured . . . alternative investments . . . If it’s offered at 
a B/D it won’t work

Julex has an article on their website addressing 
this point (soon to appear in The Journal of 
Investing)
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For more information contact

Jeff Megar, CFA

Email  jeff.megar@julexcapital.com

Office  781-772-1378

Liam Flaherty

Email  liam.flaherty@julexcapital.com

Office  781-489-5398
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Does the Federal Reserve determine 
interest rates      
Friday

August 4th                                            

11:00 a.m. EASTERN
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Important Disclosures

All data and statistics were provided by Global Financial Data, Inc. and NDR, Inc.  (unless otherwise indicated in the exhibit)

This information in this presentation is for the purpose of information exchange. This is not a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any security. You must do your own due 
diligence and consult a professional investment advisor before making any investment decisions. The use of a proprietary technique, model or algorithm does not 
guarantee any specific or profitable results. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. The performance data presented are gross returns, unless otherwise 
noted. 

The risk of loss in trading securities can be substantial. You should therefore carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. 
All information posted is believed to come from reliable sources. We do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of information made available and therefore will not be 
liable for any losses incurred. 

Some part of the investment performance shown is HYPOTHETICAL. It is based on the back tests of historical data. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent 
limitations, some of which are described below. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. In 
fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular trading program.

One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not 
involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, the ability to withstand 
losses or adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can also adversely affect actual trading results. There are numerous 
other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted for in the presentation of 
hypothetical performance results and all of which can adversely affect actual trading results.

The composition of a benchmark index may not reflect the manner in which a Julex portfolio is constructed in relation to expected or achieved returns, investment 
holdings, portfolio guidelines, restrictions, sectors, correlations, concentrations, volatility, or tracking error targets, all of which are subject to change over time.

No representation or warranty is made to the reasonableness of the assumptions made or that all assumptions used to construct the performance provided have been 
stated or fully considered.
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